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1. Introduction 

Europa is one of the bigger moons that orbit the gas giant Jupiter. Europa may contain life forms, so a 

manned expedition should result in a clear answer to the main question: do life forms inhabit Europa?  A 

journey to Europa will give us the answer, but it will not be easy to reach this distant moon. When it comes 

to spacecraft, a minor error in their launch direction may result in a huge deviation in their course, resulting 

in an endless journey through space, with no solid ground ever to be reached.  In this research paper we 

will discuss the strength of the elliptical shape of Europa’s orbit and whether we will need to take it into 

account when spacecraft leave Earth. 

 

2. The possible problem in this case 

When travelling to a distant planet or moon, you make use of its gravitational field (see Forces around 

Europa for more information) to reach it. When leaving Earth, one needs to make sure to reach the celestial 

object in question at a distance which is neither so close that a spacecraft will crash frontally on its surface 

or is caught in an orbit around the object, nor so far away that it will not be influenced by its gravitational 

force at all.  See image 2, on the next page. 
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Image 1 Consequences of the distance between the spacecraft and Europa when reaching the moon. The black line represents 
the path of the spacecraft. 

 

3. Forces affecting spacecraft when approaching Europa  

This paragraph contains background information, and is not essential to the calculation, 

made in the fifth paragraph ‘Elliptical Orbit’.  

Since Jupiter has a mass, it creates a gravitational field. This field interacts with all matter (mass), so with 

Europa as well. This field pulls Europa towards Jupiter’s centre of mass, and thus generates a force known 

as the centripetal force. This force generates an acceleration of Europa in the direction of Jupiter’s centre 

of mass. Due to Europa’s forward speed, which is tangential to its orbit around Jupiter, the centripetal 

acceleration results in a circular movement of the moon around Jupiter only, and not in a collision.  

The space around Europa is not a perfect vacuum. But the frictional force that the few particles in the space 

around Europa exert on the moon do not influence its orbit. Therefore we can assume that the only 

significant force acting on the moon is the gravitational force exerted by Jupiter.  

         

Applying this formula and Kepler’s and Newton’s laws of motion, we can calculate the radius of the moon’s 

orbit: 

  

  
 

   

              
   

With r being the radius and T being the time Europa needs to orbit Jupiter once, G the universal 

gravitational constant, MJ the mass of Jupiter and mEuropa the mass of Europa. (The derivation of this formula 

is not important here, contact me if you are interested in it.) 
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The formula above provides us with the orbit’s radius, which is an essential value when determining the 

exact course to be followed when travelling to Europa. Can we assume that Europa’s orbit is a circle or is its 

degree of eccentricity such that using the formula above is not valid in this case? 

 

4. Hypothesis 

The difference between the periapsis and apoapsis of Europa’s orbit is small (since the eccentricity of the 

orbit is small), compared to the distance from Earth to Jupiter. Due to this, when a spacecraft is launched 

from Earth, heading for Europa, we do not have to take into account the difference between the periapsis 

and the apoapsis of its orbit. 

  

5. Elliptical Orbit 

By closely observing the movement of Europa around Jupiter, NASA had calculated the eccentricity (e) of 

the orbit. This is a number larger than 0 and smaller than 1, and tells us something about the strength of 

the ellipse in question. The larger the number, the stronger the ellipse.  

      

 

Image 2: A circle and an ellipse; the difference in shape is obvious. The blue dots represent Europa, the orange dots Jupiter. The 
black line represents the moon’s orbit around Jupiter. 

For Europa’s orbit   is equal to 0.0094 (NASA, facts and figures). This means that the deviation between the 

largest and smallest distance between Jupiter and Europa is very small, see the table on the next page. 
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Table 1: Smallest and largest distance between Europa and Jupiter. (Source: NASA, facts and figures.) 

Time Distance (metric) 

Periapsis (smallest) 664,792 km 

Apoapsis (largest) 677,408 km 

 

The difference is 12616 kilometres. Then how much is the difference if we express this value in degrees, 

considering the situation a spacecraft is launched from Earth? 

 

Figuur 3 Two possible positions of Europa, when reaching it at a random time. Position 1 is the periapsis and position 2 is the 
apoapsis. 

As can be found from this figure, the angle A1 is equal to the arctangent of the periapsis divided by the 

distance between Earth and Jupiter. However, the distance Earth-Jupiter changes over time. For this 

example, we will take the mean distance:  

                       

 
 =  784550000 km (source: NASA, Jupiter fact sheet).  

The angle A2 is equal to the arctangent of the apoapsis divided by the distance between Earth and Jupiter: 

<A1 = ARCTAN(664792/784550000)= 0.048549827 degrees; 

<A2 = ARCTAN(677408/784550000)= 0.0487408736 degrees.  

The difference is in the order of 0.00019.. degrees. It is not possible to launch a spacecraft with this kind of 

precision. Even if  a spacecraft would orbit Earth to build up speed, and then leave earth by using a gas 

motor, the precision is not that accurate. Spacecraft will need to make small changes (regarding the ellipse) 

when approaching Europa, not already when leaving Earth.  
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When spacecraft are very close to the Jupiter-Europa system, it does need to take into account the 

difference between Europa’s periapsis and apoapsis with respect tot Jupiter, since the difference between 

them, 12616 km, is not negligible when spacecraft are nearby.  

 

6. Conclusion 

The difference between the periapsis and the apoapsis is very small in comparison to the distance between 

Jupiter and Earth. As a consequence, the angle of Europa’s position with respect to the distance between 

Jupiter and Earth does not vary significantly. When spacecraft are launched from Earth, we do not need to 

take into account that the orbit of Europa is elliptical. Spacecraft will need to make small changes in their 

course (regarding the ellipse) when approaching Europa, not already when leaving Earth. 
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